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Our dream was to find the automotive 

equivalent of this incomparable feeling. 

To give substance to fluidity. 

To engage the senses and translate the 

many shades of urban life into the 

most natural, intuitive vehicle there is.

It’s a dream that’s finally taken shape.

Taking many colors.

Taking many forms.

At its best, 

life flows with a natural rhythm. 

Harmonious and instinctive, 

taking you exactly where you want to go. 

When it does, we imagine just. 

what might be achieved. 

Because, well, 

anything seems possible. 



Leading, 
not following.
Fluid. Dynamic. Motion made easy. 

Because this is how you always imagined driving to be. 

And this is where you want to be. Introducing the Tucson. 

A new concept in Crossover Utility Vehicles.



You, your world, and your car.
Close your eyes and your ideal car is conjured up. One that doesn’t just take you 

places, but conveys you with flair and grace. That looks like it’s moving forward even 

when it’s standing still. The Tucson is a synthesis of flawless, cutting-edge design, 

embodying style in every curve. Sporty and powerful, yet at the same time, refined 

and relaxed. Its hexagonal radiator grille exuding strength, just as its sloping tail gate, 

oversize rear bumper and aggressive, low-slung stance convey purpose and 

sophistication. Your vision of a car, in three dimensions.





A design that flows.
Cities are where things happen. And what’s happening is the Tucson. Its character 

reflecting back at you: sophisticated, charismatic and sensual. Boldly defined lines and 

a commanding profile communicating confidence. A silhouette blending gentle slopes 

and precise contours to redefine sporting prowess and sleek aerodynamics. 

Sculpted, organic, undulating.



Style.
Your chosen
form of expression.
Your desires reveal who you are. 

Your passions are individuality, warmth, and setting trends. 

Things that give your life meaning. Here are all of those, 

and more, on four wheels.



Beauty enriches the soul.
What surrounds you is important. The most precious environment is one that you 

respond to naturally. Ergonomic, tactile, easy on the eye. One like the Tucson’s - a space 

that mirrors your stylish self. So overhead, a panoramic sunroof. To let the light in, 

and your spirits soar. Up front, heated seats, because there’s nothing like warmth for 

comfort. And because you often carry extra passengers, heated rear seats too. 

Not forgetting a sliding headrest, so you can find the most comfortable driving position. 



Blue LED light cluster and trip computer

The sporting influence is clear in the cylinder-type 
dials, highlighted by blue lights that give a high-
tech look. Between them, a trip computer 
displaying information in text or icons, complete 
with sounds.

Parking guide system

A rear camera display is incorporated into the 
electro-chromic rear-view mirror, to make 
parking easy.

Engine start/stop button

Keyless ignition for security and convenience. 
And more than a touch of style.

Your interior. 
And yours 
alone.

The most important things are the most personal. So the Tucson allows you to 

customise the interior just the way you like it. Set the monitor to provide information 

such as distance to empty, average speed or average fuel consumption. 

On the large screen display, play music any way you want - CD, radio, or from iPod, 

MP3 or USB memory storage devices. Make a hands-free phone call thanks to 

Bluetooth functionality, or play music files from your mobile. 





*Overall features may vary to specific countries.

Comfort all the way

Find the driving position that suits you best. With front/back sliding range increased by a full 40mm, 
and more height range too, even someone as tall as 192cm will be seated comfortably. However far 
you’re going, you’ll have comfort along with you. An electric power lumber support is built into the 
driver’s seat. Easily adjustable of course, thanks to conveniently located switches.

Luggage space 

Increased luggage space, courtesy of an 
increased rear overhang and redesigned rear 
wheel suspension.

Seating flexibility 

Upright, front seats semi-flat, second row 
seats split-folding and full folding. The choice 
of seat positions offers exceptional flexibility.

Shape it 
the way 
you want it.

You want things just right. Then again, sometimes you need to change them around. 

No problem. The Tucson lets you configure a multitude of seat arrangements. 

Fold them, recline them, or take them out altogether - it’s a simple matter to 

re-install them again after all. When you load up, protection’s already on board, 

thanks to a luggage net preventing your gear moving around and getting damaged, 

and a luggage screen providing security and privacy.



Dreams need somewhere to happen. That place is our planet, the environment we all 

share. Hyundai is committed to protecting it, so that our sons and daughters can dream 

too. Fuel economy and CO2 emission levels of the Tucson are on a par with a family 

hatchback. That’s as low as 139 grams per kilogram of carbon dioxide. A new ECO drive 

indicator mounted on the dashboard reminds you to adopt a more fuel-efficient, 

economical driving style. An efficient catalytic converter reduces air pollution by 

converting harmful emissions into harmless ones. And since a light car burns less fuel, 

lightweight materials are used in construction. Just one way in which we’re building a 

future we can all look forward to.

We’ll protect.  
the environment. 
Promise.



For the drive

The Tucson features amplitude selective damping 
control, for increased stability and comfort 
whatever the road brings. Driving on well-
maintained, smoothly-paved roads, low-amplitude 
damping maintains a comfortable ride and stable 
handling. Meanwhile, on bumpy, uneven surfaces 
and during hard manoeuvring, high-amplitude 
damping cushions the greater shocks delivered.

R 2.0 diesel engine

Generates a maximum 184 bhp at 4000 rpm. 
Powerful, lightweight and highly efficient.

Transmission

6-speed automatic or manual. With the automatic, 
mis-shifts are avoided thanks to the step-gate 
shift pattern. With the manual, reverse is 
positioned close to the driver, for convenience 
and added manoeuvrability when parking.

Inside beats 
the heart.

Performance with efficiency. What every car seeks. Well, the quest has ended, 

as the Tucson combines both. Powering you along is a R2.0 regular or low version 

diesel engine, or Theta II 2.4 or 2.0 MPI petrol engine. Die-cast in aluminium, 

and featuring variable valve timing and a variable induction system. And so that 

nothing intrudes on the powerful, fluid motion delivered, vibration is minimised, 

there’s hardly any noise when idling and accelerating, and reduced overall weight 

enhances fuel economy. Dynamic and forceful, yet quiet and effective. 

Strength is truly beautiful when it wastes nothing.



Caring
for what’s 
important.  
You.

Protection that leaves you reassured. The Tucson’s safety features are designed for 

you to travel with just such a feeling. Depowered airbags on the driver’s and front 

passenger’s seats deploy at reduced force to prevent possible injury. Side airbags 

and curtain airbags are installed all around to protect occupants from injuries. 

Active headrests move up and forward during a rear-end collision to minimize head 

and neck injuries. Impact absorbtion is further improved through the use of hollow 

structural side members that gradually increase in diameter from front to back. 

On the side of the chassis, the center ‘B’ pillar has been redesigned as an internal roll 

bar, to allow for a safer cabin area. Behind, the rear frame member is reinforced, 

and the fuel filler neck base moved forward, for added safety.

Working in
every direction.

A. Downhill brake control

To keep control and maintain steady speed on 
steep, downhill descents, engage Downhill Brake 
Control.

B. Hill-start assist control

It’s sometimes tough pulling away when you’re 
facing uphill. No matter. Hill-start Assist Control 
prevents backward rolling on steep ascents.

C. Electric 4-wheel drive mechanism

Detecting different road surface conditions and 
factors such as wheel speed and acceleration, 
the 4WD ECU distributes optimum driving force 
accordingly between the front and rear wheels.

D. Electronic stability program

Comes into its own when sudden braking or 
turning leads to a lack of control. ESP senses 
wheel speed, the manner in which the car is 
turning, the angle of the steering wheel and input 
from the pedals. Actively controlling engine 
torque and distributing optimum brake force. 

4WD

2WD

A

C

B

D





Everything 
you 
desire? 

No.
More 
than that.
Leaves you lost for words. 

Leaves you wanting more. 

Leaves you wanting to get behind the 

wheel again. The Tucson gets into 

your head and into your heart. 

Its headlights flash as you click the 

smart key, and you linger awhile. 

A backward glance confirms what you 

already know: this is where you are, 

and this is where you want to be. 



Floor console with cup holder

With the handbrake located on the floor, 
there’s more room for the cup holder 
- an extra big one.

Windscreen

In 5mm thick glass, at high speed its 
aerodynamic design minimizes wind noise, 
while a pin prevents the wiper from lifting.

Wing mirrors with signal lights

Built-in LED lights offer convenience and 
safety while enhancing the smooth, 
aerodynamic profile and cutting-edge styling.

AUX, iPod and USB connection

Lets you enjoy your favorite tunes by playing 
music files from mobile storage devices.

Power window controls

Conveniently located to put control at your 
fingertips, the windows automatically stopping 
if they sense an obstacle when closing, for 
added safety.

Rear spoiler with eye-level brake light

Improves aerodynamics and safety, enhances 
visibility, and adds a touch of personality.

Fog lamps

Incorporated into the bumper, where their 
aggressive detailing and design enhance the 
purposeful, bold frontal view.

Active headrests

Move up and forward during a rear-end 
collision, using the weight of the back rest and 
the person’s upper body, to minimize head 
and neck injuries.

Dual full auto air conditioning

Automatically adjusts to maintain the set 
temperature. Also allows separate 
temperature levels for driver and passenger.

Rear lamps

Continue the fluidity that begins at the front, 
and connect the lines of the side and rear with 
effortless sporting character.

Head lamps

Sporty and high-tech, and at one with the fluid, 
sculptural lines of the body.

Organ-type accelerator pedal

Provides superb comfort and feeling by 
allowing your whole foot to rest on the entire 
surface of the pedal.

The urban landscape is constantly shifting. You seek out new directions, 

new trends. Leaving one location behind you, you’re on your way to the next. 

Carried along with luxury and self-assertiveness. With the side and back 

seemingly joined in one organic, flowing whole, form meets function in the manner 

it was always intended. The qualities of an SUV with the attributes of a sports coupé. 

Low-slung, yet standing tall.

Create an. 
impression.
Up to the minute.
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REMINGTON RED  SAZ INKY BLUE  TGY ECO GREEN  SCM BLUE OCEAN  UDK BLUE ICE  THE

VANILLA WHITE  WAB SLEEK SILVER  WEA HYPER METALLIC  WJX GRAY TITANIUM  TAK PHANTOM BLACK  TCM SILKY BRONzE  TFP

InTERIOR TRIMS SPECIFICATIOnS 

DIMEnSIOnS WHEELSEXTERIOR COLORS
unit : mm

FULL LEATHER  TMJFULL LEATHER  TMC

KNIT(EMBO)  TMBWOVEN  TMA

WOVEN+PU LEATHER  TMGWOVEN+PU LEATHER  TMH

FULL LEATHER  TMW*Overall features may vary to specific countries.

Engine

 Type

Gasoline Diesel

Theta II 2.0 MPI Theta II 2.4 MPI R 2.0 CRDi (High)

2WD 4WD 4WD 2WD 4WD

M/T A/T M/T A/T A/T M/T M/T A/T

Displacement (cc) 1,998 2,359 1,995

Bore x Stroke (mm) 86 x 86 88 x 97 84 x 90

Compression ratio 10.5 16

Max.Power (ps/rpm) 166ps / 6200rpm 177ps / 6000rpm 177ps / 4000rpm

Max.Torque (kg·m/rpm) 20.1kg·m / 4600rpm 23.1kg·m / 4000rpm 40kg·m / 1,800~2,500(A/T), 39kg·m / 1,800~2,500(M/T)

0 - 100kph 10.4 10.6 10.7 11.3 10.0 9.4 10.2 10.1

Top speed (kph) 184.0 180.0 183.0 178.0 192.0 195.0 194.0 195.0

•  On leaded fuel engines, power & torque figures vary in accordance with local fuel and climate characteristics.   
•  Please ask your dealer for available engines.    

Suspension

Front MacPherson

Rear Multi-link

Steering

Type Hydraulic power assisted, rack & pinion

Steering wheel turn (Lock to lock) 2.96

Wheel & Tire

Wheel 6.5J X 17” (Steel & Alloy), 6.5J X 18” (Alloy)

Tire 225/60R17, 225/55R18

•  Some of the equipment illustrated or described in this catalogue may not be supplied as standard equipment and may be available at extra cost. 
•  Hyundai Motor Co. reserves the right to change specifications and equipment without prior notice.
•  The color plates shown may vary slightly from the actual colors due to the limitations of the printing process.
•  Please consult your dealer for full information and availability on colors and trims.

Multi-spoke alloy wheels, in 17” or 18” diameter. 
Not just beautiful, but practical too, their excellent 
ventilation protecting brakes from overheating. 
Fitted with silica tires for excellent grip and 
reduced fuel consumption.




